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ACTIVITY ONE: SPELLING TEST 
Note: each correct answer is worth one mark 
 

1. memories 

 

2. remembrance 

3. nostalgia 

 

4. recollection 

5. reminiscence 

 

6. recognition 

7. commemoration 

 

8. retrieval 

9. recurrence 

 

10. consciousness 

10 marks   

ACTIVITY TWO:  
Scrambled words – synonyms of ‘memories’ 

1. clarel recall 

2. ntreeoitn retention 

3. neoavicto evocation 

4. dmreinre reminder 

5. saewraesn awareness 

6. tecpraure recapture 

7. bfklschaa flashback 

8. snmlidufsen mindfulness 

9. eeieetnsrtvsn retentiveness 

10. rotertpsoince retrospection 

10 marks   
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ACTIVITY THREE:  
Make up to 10, five or six letter words as you can from the word ‘retentiveness’ 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

10 marks   
*Plurals do not count as an extra word from the original. 

ACTIVITY FOUR:  
Add prefixes or suffixes to the following words to alter their meaning 

1. clockwise anticlockwise 

2. child childhood 

3. library librarian 

4. ordinary extraordinary 

5. strength strengthen 

6. relevant irrelevant 

7. sphere hemisphere 

8. material materialise 

9. beauty beautiful 

10. mind 

 

remind 

10 marks   
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ACTIVITY FIVE:  
Turn each of these words into the part of speech indicated in the brackets 

1. politics (noun) 

 

politician 

2. consider (adjective) 

 

considerate 

3. beauty (verb) 

 

beautify 

4. like (adjective) 

 

likeable 

5. child (abstract noun) 

 

childhood 

6. short (comparative) 

 

shorter/shortest 

7. laugh (adjective) 

 

laughable 

8. mate (abstract noun) 

 

mateship 

 

8 marks   

 
ACTIVITY SIX:  
Where would these speeches be delivered? 
 

1. Sermon in a   church. 

2. Indictment in a court. 

3. Eulogy at a funeral. 

3 marks   
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ACTIVITY SEVEN:  
Correct the spelling usage and punctuation: 
 
 
The eulogy for Fred Bates was delivered by his son, Charlie, whose success in 

Sydney as a criminal lawyer had always given him great pride. Fred was never short 

of words himself and had always told Charlie, “Don’t gobble like a turkey. Speak 

clearly. They have to hear you right down there at the back of the room.” Charlie did 

his father proud at the funeral. He spoke so well people wept where they sat and did 

not hide their tears. 

 
15 marks  

(1/2 MARK EACH) 
 
 

ACTIVITY EIGHT:  
Find adjectives of weakness to mean: 
easily broken f _r_  _a_  _g_  _i_  _l_  _e_  

easily broken   b _r_  _i_  _t_  _t_  _l_  _e_ 

weak, slow-moving  f _e_  _e_  _b_  _l_  _e_   

weak, lightweight    f _r  _a_  _i_  _l_   

4 marks   
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ACTIVITY NINE: PART A 
‘Memory’ by Andrew Lloyd Webber 

 
Midnight 
Not a sound from the pavement 
Has the moon lost her memory? 
She is smiling alone 
In the lamplight, the withered leaves collect at my feet 
And the wind begins to moan 
Memory 
All alone in the moonlight 
I can smile at the old days 
I was beautiful then 
I remember the time I knew what happiness was 
Let the memory live again 
Every Streetlamp seems to beat a fatalistic warning 
Someone mutters, and a streetlamp gutters, 
And soon it will be morning. 
Daylight 
I must wait for the sunrise 
I must think of a new life 
And I mustn’t give in. 
When the dawn comes, tonight will be a memory too 
And a new day will begin 
Burnt out ends of smoky days 
The stale cold smell of morning 
The streetlamp dies, another night is over 
Another day is dawning…. 
Touch me! 
It’s so easy to leave me 
All alone with the memory 
Of my days in the sun….. 
If you touch me, you’ll understand what happiness is 
Look, a new day 
Has begun 
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QUESTIONS 
MEMORY 
 

1. Who/what is watching over the singer? 

_____The Moon________________________________________________ 

2. What could this be an analogy of? 

_____God in heaven______________________________________________ 

3. What is the singer longing for? 

___The old days when she was young and beautiful__________________ 

4. How did the old days make her feel? 

___Happy_____________________________________________________ 

5. Quote from the lyrics to give an example. 

____”I can smile at the old days”__________________________________ 

6. How does she describe her days now? 

____They are all the same - empty______________________________ 

7. In one word how does she describe the old days? 

___Memories_______________________________________________ 

8. What two feelings has the singer experienced in her life? 

___Happiness and sorrow____________________________________ 

9. What does the line “If you touch me, you’ll understand what happiness is” mean? 

You will only understand the state of happiness if you experience sorrow like I 

have______ 

10. What does a new day bring? 

____Hope__________________________________________________________ 

10 marks   
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ACTIVITY NINE: PART B 
Compose your own version of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s song by creating 2 stanzas of 6 
lines each that being with “memories…..” 
 

20 marks   
 

Marking Criteria Marks 
Insightful Ideas 6 
Effective use of language 6 
Imagery 6 
Rhyme 2 
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